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7_A7_BB_E6_B0_91_E5_c107_212015.htm New Immigrant, java

programmer. 2 year, 2 jobs. 27 resume sent and 5 interviews. Maybe

JUST lucky. Hope to help others if possible. Good luck. (1st job

2001, 2nd job 2002: all in bad time.)// from 1 ~ 3 comman sense.1. I

asked myself what I want to do and what I can do. Then I will never

touch the job I dont want or I dont have to do.2. Of course a killer

resume is the most important thing for you to find a job. I think you

all know or are able to know how to write it.3. I only send resume to

the companies I like or to the agents with the jobs I like. Then I will

do a lot of researches on the jobs, change my resume and write a

really really really really really personalized cover letter. (this is the

thing you really need to spand some time on it, believe me.)// from

here, MAY ONLY WORK ON ME. // But the main point is that://

"You gotta relax. Then you will see how good you // can be."4. I

never wear suit for interview, for big company I will choose shirt with

collar, and for small company I will just wear whatever I want, Jeans,

T-shirt, but not so wierd. Why, make the interviewer fill easy.

Because most of the people "I MET" are not so serious about what

you look like. (What the hell r they? I am only a java programmer.

What do you want me to be?)5. This maybe the most advantage of

me - I CAN speak english. Whats that mean. That means I am not

afraid to talk in English. When I talk with interviewers I talk with

them just SAME AS I am talking with my friends. In the interview, I



have tried talk about women, beautiful women. Try to find out what

kind of people your interviewers are. Relax, dont let them find out

that you r some hungry for the job.6. For tech. questions, I dont have

a lot to say. I never cheet, I will just tell them "I dont known." But

dont give up yet. I will go on talk about the thing I dont know. Let

them explain. Then you will have chance to show them you still
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What do you want me to be?)5. This maybe the most advantage of

me - I CAN speak english. Whats that mean. That means I am not

afraid to talk in English. When I talk with interviewers I talk with

them just SAME AS I am talking with my friends. In the interview, I

have tried talk about women, beautiful women. Try to find out what

kind of people your interviewers are. Relax, dont let them find out

that you r some hungry for the job.6. For tech. questions, I dont have

a lot to say. I never cheet, I will just tell them "I dont known." But

dont give up yet. I will go on talk about the thing I dont know. Let
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